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Structure and dynamics of ring polymers
Scott Brown and Grzegorz Szamel
Department of Chemistry, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado 80523

~Received 7 December 1997; accepted 14 January 1998!

We study the equilibrium structure and dynamics of unconcatenated unknotted polymer rings in the
melt. In accordance with earlier studies we find that rings in the melt are more compact than linear
chains. We show that rings interpenetrate less and, perhaps as a result, diffuse faster than linear
chains. Ring diffusion is faster for all ring sizes studied, the largest ring having numbers of
monomers approximately ten times greater than the entanglement crossover of linear chains.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!52112-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of polymer melts and concentrated so
tions is qualitatively different from that of simple liquids.1 A
unique feature of polymeric liquids is the strong depende
of transport coefficients on the degree of polymerizationN.
For linear polymers~the most extensively studied archite
ture! one finds two regimes. For chains shorter than a cro
over chain lengthNc the self-diffusion coefficientD scales
as D;N21, whereas for longer chains the length depe
dence is much stronger and the self-diffusion coeffici
scales asD;N22. The transition between these two regim
is attributed to the onset of entanglement effects, loos
interpreted as topological constraints on the motion of po
mer molecules that originate from chain uncrossability.

A basis for the present understanding of the dynamic
linear polymers has been laid down by de Gennes,2 and Doi
and Edwards.3 In their theory the topological restrictions ex
perienced by a given~probe! chain are replaced by an ave
age constraint, a tube. The probe chain is assumed to m
like a snake along the tube~hence the name reptatio
theory!. This postulate leads toD;N22 scaling of the self-
diffusion coefficient and to a number of other prediction
e.g., tracer diffusion, shear viscosity, etc. With some cave
most of these predictions agree with experimental data.1

A number of other theoretical approaches to the dyna
ics of entangled linear polymers have been proposed.4–10 Al-
though most of these competing approaches are base
postulates that are very different from the tube assumpt
at least some of them lead to results that are similar or e
identical to the results of the reptation theory. Hence, th
approaches also agree with experimental data.

It is, therefore, of great interest to study other polym
architecture, such as stars or rings. For these nonlinear a
tectures, predictions of different theories are, typically, ve
different. Thus such studies offer a chance to test the vali
of different theoretical approaches. Indeed, one of the st
gest arguments for the reptation theory comes from the
that it predicts the dramatic slowing of star polymer rela
ation relative to linear polymers,11 which seems to have bee
seen experimentally.12

In this article we present a computer simulation study
the equilibrium structure and dynamics of unconcatena
4700021-9606/98/108(12)/4705/4/$15.00
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unknotted polymer rings in the melt. The original motivatio
for this work was the fact that polymer rings~having no
chain ends! cannot reptate in the original sense of the rep
tion theory. Slithering motions are possible only when rin
adopt special ‘‘nonramified’’13 configurations. Since thes
are highly unlikely the diffusion of ring polymers in ring
matrices was argued to be exponentially slow.13,14 The main
result of this study is that at least up to ring sizes about
times larger than the entanglement crossover of linear ch
ring diffusion is faster than diffusion of linear chains.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we pres
the model used in the computer simulation. In Secs. III a
IV we present results pertaining to the ring equilibrium stru
ture and ring dynamics, respectively. We conclude in Sec
with a brief discussion of the results.

II. SIMULATION MODEL

We use a version of the bond fluctuation model15 pro-
posed and investigated by Shaffer.16 The polymer beads
~monomers! are placed on a simple cubic lattice. Only on
bead may occupy a given lattice site at any given time. Th
bond lengths are allowed: 1;&; and) ~we measure all
distances in units of the lattice constant!. Bond crossing is
forbidden. The beads are moved on the lattice by attemp
to displace a randomly selected monomer to one of
nearest-neighbor lattice sites. The move is accepted if it d
not violate excluded volume constraints, no-bond-cross
constraints, or allowed bond lengths, and rejected if it do
N3npol of these attempted moves constitute one Mo
Carlo time step~MCS! that is hereafter used as a time un
~N is the number of beads in a chain andnpol is the number
of polymers in the system!.

A bead density of f50.5 is used. A detailed
analysis16–18 of the equilibrium structure and dynamics o
linear chains has shown this density to correspond to m
density. In particular it has been found that atf50.5 ~a! the
excluded volume interaction is screened;~b! there is a tran-
sition to entangled dynamics with the crossover chain len
Nc'40; and~c! the Rouse mode relaxation timestp depend
on the mode index astp;p23. All these findings are quali-
tatively consistent with molecular dynamics simulations.19
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Parameters and results of the simulation: degree of polymerization,N; number of polymers in the
simulation box,npol; length of the cubic simulation box,L; equilibration time,teq; simulation run time,t run ;
radius of gyration,̂ Rg

2&; ring diameter,̂ Re
2&; self-diffusion constant,D; orientational relaxation time,tee . All

times are measured in Monte Carlo time steps~MCS!, and all distances are in units of the lattice constant.

N npol L teq t run ^Rg
2& ^Re

2& D tee

20 200 20 53104 53104 4.1 12.8 5.031024 1.03103

100 40 20 13106 13106 18.7 53.8 7.131025 3.43104

300 45 30 13107 13107 48.4 140.7 1.331025 3.63105

500 64 40 1.83107 63107 73.8 212.4 5.831026 1.63106
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The most difficult problem in polymer ring simulation
~and experiments! is avoiding self-knots and concatenation
To avoid them we generate the initial configurations by p
ting the rings on the lattice as highly compact, thin loops t
are isolated from one another. To equilibrate these hig
ordered initial configurations we run the simulation for mo
than 20~smaller rings! and about 10~500mers! orientational
relaxation times before collecting the data~note that this re-
quires some guessing as the relaxation time is estimated
data analysis!.

Table I lists the main ring polymer simulation param
eters and some of the results. For smaller rings we h
performed six independent runs at each chain length.
500mers we have performed two runs. We have also
formed some simulations of linear polymer chains. The
sults from these runs are compared to the ring simula
results in the figures. Note however that most of the d
points for linear chains are taken from Shaffer’s papers.16,17

III. EQUILIBRIUM STRUCTURE

To characterize the equilibrium structure of ring pol
mers we present results for the following quantities:
mean-square radius of gyration,^Rg

2&; the intra- and inter-
chain monomer pair–correlation functions,gintra(r ) and
ginter(r ); and finally, the polymer center-of-mass pai
correlation function,gcm(r ).

For a given sizeN rings are smaller than linear chain
~see Fig. 1!. More precisely, the scaling exponentn defined

FIG. 1. Radius of gyrationRg vs polymer sizeN for ring and linear poly-
mers. Circles: rings; triangles: linear chains, this work; squares: lin
chains, data from Refs. 16 and 17. The observed scaling isRg;N0.43 for
rings andRg;N0.5 for linear chains.
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through the relationRg;Nn has a value smaller than th
linear chain value of 1/2,n50.43. This agrees with the the
oretical prediction of Cates and Deutsch20 and with the ring
simulation of Müller, Wittmer, and Cates.21

Next, it can be seen from Fig. 2 that the ‘‘correlatio
hole’’ for rings is deeper and wider than that for line
chains. Furthermore, for rings the nearest neighbor of a gi
monomer belongs with greater probability to the same r
as that monomer, i.e.,gintra(1).ginter(1) for rings, whereas
for linear chains the opposite is true.

Finally, from a plot of the polymer center-of-mass pai
correlation function,gcm(r ), we see that there is a smalle
probability of finding neighboring rings separated by a d
tance comparable toRg than there is for linear chains~see
Fig. 3!.

The main conclusion that we can draw from the inves
gation of the equilibrium structure of rings in the melt is th
a given ring, because it is smaller and more compact tha
linear chain of the same number of segments, exclu
monomers from other rings more effectively. In other word
a ring has a harder ‘‘core’’ than a linear chain. As a res
there is less intermolecular penetration in the melt of rin
than in the melt of linear chains.

IV. DYNAMICS

We monitored several time correlation functions~e.g.,
the mean-square center of mass displacement and the
ameter vector’’ correlation function!. Here we present only

r

FIG. 2. Monomer pair–correlation functionsgintra(r ) andginter(r ) vs sepa-
ration distancer for ring and linear polymers. Solid lines: 300mer ring
dashed lines: 300mer linear chains; dotted lines: 100mer linear chains.
that 300mer rings and 100mer linear chains have comparable radii of g
tion.
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data for the quantities that we have obtained from these
relation functions: center-of-mass self-diffusion coefficie
and orientational relaxation time.

We calculate the center-of-mass self-diffusion coe
cient from the long time asymptotics of the mean-squ
center-of-mass displacement. The results are presente
Fig. 4. The linear chain data show a transition betwe
Rouse-like scalingD;N21 and entangled scalingD;N22

with the crossover chain lengthNc'40. The ring data do no
show any transition. We see faster ring diffusion for all ri
sizes investigated. For smaller rings~i.e., for N<Nc! this
result agrees with the computer simulation of Mu¨ller et al.
The fact that faster ring diffusion continues for sizes as la
as ten crossover chain lengths for linear chains is the m
result of the present study. Finally, we note that the pow
law fit of N>100 data results inD;N21.55 scaling of the
ring center-of-mass self-diffusion coefficient.

We obtain the orientational relaxation time from the ‘‘d
ameter vector’’ correlation function. The ‘‘diameter vector
Re(t), is a ring analog of the end-to-end vector used to
fine the single chain relaxation time for linear chains. W
defineRe(t) as a vector joining two monomers on the sam

FIG. 3. Center-of-mass pair–correlation functiongcm(r ) plotted vs r for
ring and linear polymers. Circles: 300mer rings; crosses: 100mer ri
squares: 100mer linear chains. Note that 300mer rings and 100mer l
chains have comparable radii of gyration.

FIG. 4. Self-diffusion coefficient times degree of polymerization,DN, vs
polymer sizeN for ring and linear polymers. Circles: rings; triangles: line
chains, this work; squares: linear chains, data from Refs. 16 and 17.
observed scaling isDN;N20.55 for rings andDN;N21 for linear chains.
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chain that are separated byN/2 monomers. Next, the ‘‘diam-
eter vector’’ correlation function is defined as^Re(t)Re(0)&.
For long times this correlation functions decays expon
tially. We define the asymptotic decay time as the orien
tional relaxation time,tee.

The orientational relaxation time data are presented
Table I. Again, there is no hint of any transition to a diffe
ent, slower dynamics. The power law fit ofN>100 data
results in tee;N2.4 scaling of the orientational relaxatio
time, in reasonable agreement with scaling found by Mu¨ller
et al. for smaller rings~i.e., for N<Nc!. This should be con-
trasted withN3.4 scaling expected for entangled dynamics
linear chains.

V. DISCUSSION

The main result of this paper is that faster diffusion
rings ~compared to linear chains of the same number
monomers! persists well beyond the entanglement crosso
of linear chains: We do not see any hint of a transition
slower diffusion for N5500 whereas the entangleme
crossover chain length for linear chains isNc'40.

In our opinion faster diffusion of rings in the melt orig
nates from the more compact conformations of rings co
pared to those of linear chains. In particular we find that, d
to the topological constraints of unknottedness and nonc
catenation, a given ring polymer is smaller and denser
therefore excludes monomers from other chains more ef
tively. This results in smaller interpenetration between d
ferent rings. We speculate that less intermolecular pene
tion leads to fewer entanglements~whatever their identity!
and faster dynamics.

It is of great interest to understand whether observ
faster ring diffusion constitutes a transient, finiteN depen-
dence or whether it is a truly asymptotic, largeN result. This
question is of course difficult to answer on the basis of
simulations alone. We may only note here that if there i
transition to a slower~entangled! dynamics then the cross
over size for the bond fluctuation model of rings studied
this work is at least ten times larger than that for line
chains.

The final open question is the relation of the pres
study to the experimental results. Invariably, experime
find that the dynamics of rings in the melt is similar to that
linear chains. For example, McKennaet al.22 found that the
molecular weight dependence of the viscosity of ring me
shows a similar transition to that of linear chains. Furth
more, they estimated that the crossover molecular weigh
rings is just slightly higher than that of linear chains. T
origin of this discrepancy between the simulations and
periments is unclear. We hope that the present work w
stimulate more experimental studies of rings in the melt.
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